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Journalist Günther Schwarberg
Günther Schwarberg was born in 1926 and grew up in BremenVegesack.
His father, a teacher, was strongly critical of Nazi rule and
Günther adopted this view at an early age. He described his
childhood and youth as “not joyful”. His life was determined by
the terrible experiences of National Socialism and the war.
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as a soldier in the war, described the 8 May 1945 as the
happiest day of his life.
From the autumn of 1945, he worked as a journalist; initially in
Bremen at the Weser Kurier and Bremer Nachrichten; later he
worked for instance for a news agency, for Bild am Sonntag,
Constanze magazine and finally, well over 20 years at the
weekly Stern. Up until his death on 3 December 2008, he was
working as an author and freelance journalist. His most
important work was the story of the Children of Bullenhuser
Damm, which initially appeared as a series of articles in Stern
and was later published in book form. Together with his wife,
the lawyer Barbara Hüsing, he searched for and found relatives
of the murdered children. With them the association Children
of Bullenhuser Damm was founded in 1979. Through the
association it was then possible to have the scene of the
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murders, the school at Bullenhuser Damm, declared a place of
remembrance and to create the rose garden to remember the
murdered victims.
For many years, Günther Schwarberg was chairman of the
Children of Bullenhuser Damm association. He and Barbara
Hüsing have given numerous talks about the fate of the
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children. They conceived a large travelling exhibition on the
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subject and, in 1986, organized an international tribunal
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chaired by former German constitutional court judge Martin
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Hirsch. The tribunal dealt with the failure to deal with Nazi
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crimes perpetrated by federal German justice, using the
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murders of the children as an example. Günther Schwarberg
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and Barbara Hüsing were decorated with the Anne Frank medal
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in 1987 for their work. Günther Schwarberg’s last book, “Das
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vergess ich nie”, which appeared in 2007, is a collection of his
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memoirs as a journalist.
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